Manchester Craftsmen's Guild (MCG) is an organization built on shared values. These values teach that hopefulness and freedom have true meaning when we agree to respect one another, embrace learning opportunities, listen with the intent to understand and shape solutions to problems. More than a collection or studios, MCG is also a community that defines itself through culture. Such a community cannot survive and thrive without mutually respected guidelines that ensure the safety and productivity of its people in an environment where they can work comfortably together. These guidelines require community members to be aware of and assume responsibility for their actions and their effects on others. Members of the MCG community uphold these ideals in our studios and during all related activities with students regardless of where or when they occur.

Participation in MCG programs is a privilege, one that is earned and maintained through a positive attitude about learning and a genuine desire to be an active member of its community. It is critical that its guidelines are taken seriously; the Manchester Craftsmen’s Guild Honor Code only succeeds when community members uphold their shared guidelines with diligence and rigor.

The Tenets of the MCG Youth Honor Code

I will **Listen** with the intent to understand

I will **Respect** resources and individuals with which I work

I will **Embrace** learning opportunities

I will **Shape** solutions to problems

I will **Influence** those around me to positive effect and be aware of how my conduct affects others

Please sign your name below to indicate that you agree to abide by the MCG Youth Honor Code.